
GCPS INVESTIGATION REPORT   

CLIENT: Mr & Mrs H. 
CASE MANAGER:  Donna Clevenger 
SITE ADDRESS: N/A. 
PHONE: N/A 
REPORTING INVESTIGATOR: Donna Clevenger and Kari Barnett 
 
Summary of Client Issues/Concerns: 
 

Visit #: 1 Date: Arrive: 8:50pm Lights Out: 9:00pm  End: 11:50pm 

 
Team Members:  Gary, Diane, Donna, Kari, and David 
 
Site Conditions:  2 Story Single Family Home with vaulted ceilings. The sky was clear 
and the temperature was cool outside.  A large wall fountain hangs in the living room 
and emanates high EMF. Downstairs walls have huge mirrors and due to the high 
vaulted ceilings, give the impression of emptiness.  
 
Equipment Set-up (command center and specific locations): Camera placed in the 
living room and family (TV room). Camera was placed in room where photo reportedly 
fell from the wall. 
 

Documented Evidence (list any evidence obtained and reviewed, and note if it 
was categorized as debunked, undetermined, or paranormal) 

 
Video Tape Evidence:  No video evidence was found. 
 
Camera Evidence:  No camera evidence was found 
 
Digital Recorder (EVP) Evidence:  EVPs captured. A separate sheet with details is 
attached. 
 
Misc Equipment Evidence:  
 

X EMF meter: High readings near the waterfall between kitchen area and living 
room. High readings in Kitchen area. 

 
X  Other: Ghost Box: Listing of communications is attached. 



Personal Experiences (team member[s] and event): Diane, Kari and Donna 

witnessed a disembodied voice coming from the dining area. Donna and Kari witnessed 
another while setting up in the dining area. The voices were captured on digital 
recording and listed within the EVP/Ghost Box evidence sheet attached. Donna thought 
she saw the pendulum move slightly inside the jar while Ghost Boxing in the Anime 
Picture room upstairs. Surprisingly, there is confirmation via Ghost Box communication 
that someone did move it! 
 
General Comments: The client’s residence seems to be a place of welcome for 

wandering spirits. This may be due to the interior furnishings and architecture of the 
house (high ceilings, waterfall fixture, lighting and mirrors. Oftentimes waterfall sounds 
mimic the sounds of human voices and can be mistaken for disembodied voices. 
However, the audio evidence and disembodied voices heard were not due to water 
matrixing. They were heard at the same time by multiple team members. 
 
There were significant Electro Magnetic Fields detected, especially near the waterfall. 
High Electro Magnetic Fields (EMFs) are known and documented to cause illness in 
those who may be sensitive to them. Attached is an information sheet in regards to the 
effects of High EMFs on humans. High EMFs are also known to be the cause for 
paranormal activity. Spirits use this energy to help with their communications and 
activity. 
 
GCPS does not believe the activity in the residence to be solely the result of what the 
client has witnessed and endured in her past. She is sensitive to spirit activity and 
therefore prone to be witness to their communications and appearances. GCPS found 
nothing negative in nature inside the client’s residence apart from the common EVP 
request for our departure. EVPs indicate a type of “wandering spirit” activity. These 
spirits may go from house to house in the neighborhood visiting whoever is lucky or 
unlucky enough to notice them. Moreover, they appeared to be more annoyed by 
GCPS’ presence and posed no threat to the group whatsoever. GCPS did capture a 
name, “Roxanne” this was captured during a ghost box session in the “anime picture 
room” upstairs. It was captured twice and both times it was a long whispered voice (not 
from the Ghost Box) and considered to be a disembodied voice facilitated by the Ghost 
Box as it did not come from the box, but was allowed to manifest due to the white noise 
provided by it. Sometimes stray spirits will manifest when the box is in use and have no 
bearing with the client’s residence. This voice was not in response to a question posed 
by investigators. It is merely a random communication. It is for the client to recognize 
the message being from a loved one or to recognize that it may have meaning for them. 
Some of our communications may be from spirits who were familiar with the former 
homeowners as well. 
 
GCPS could not debunk the chair incident in the bathroom, but we also cannot confirm 
it to be paranormal in nature. In other words, we cannot rule out the chair having been 
knocked over by the client’s cat. So this incident remains unresolved. 
 



The architecture of the house is conducive for shadow play. With the house’s angles 
and huge mirror on the walls, along with the high EMF factor it’s most likely than not 
responsible for the feeling of being watched. However, GCPS has obtained EVP/Ghost 
box evidence and cannot rule out that our client is in fact seeing a shadow figure. GCPS 
was unable to experience the event during their investigation. 

 
Events or Evidence Flagged for Review on Future Visit(s): 
If the client’s wish GCPS to investigate further, GCPS will be happy to accommodate 
their request with a small investigative team. Perhaps a smaller team will bear witness 
to the client’s original claims. 
 

Reviewed with Client on ______________ 
                                                 (date) 
 
Paranormal Determination: 
 

 Unfounded/debunked 

 Undetermined 
X Possible Activity 

 Haunted/Significant Paranormal Activity 
 
 
Recommendation to Client: 
GCPS recommends our client turn the waterfall off during their everyday activity and 
perhaps activate it for company only. Water is a conductor for spirit and the high EMF it 
produces along with the matrix element itself is a potent combination for activity. 
 
GCPS recommends our client fill up some empty space downstairs. The introduction of 
salt lamps may help Mrs H. with her sensitivity to spirit. They are known for helping 
those who are sensitive to paranormal incidences or to the metaphysical world by 
producing negative ions. Negative ions are good for your overall health in staving off 
fatigue and depression among other disorders. They may even help with dream activity. 
If you go to bed relaxed and unstressed from the day’s activities, it may help with 
warding off nightmares. GCPS recommends Mrs H. to keep a “Dream Journal” beside 
her bed in order to document dream habits. Understanding your dreams (good or bad) 
can be excellent help problem solving in your daily life. GCPS knows of someone who is 
excellent in dream interpretation and recommends Nancy Planeta aka... Wiccan Vixen’s 
research and advice. Nancy Planeta can be found on Facebook at 
https://www.facebook.com/nancy.planeta  or perhaps purchase books on the 
subject. Keeping a Dream Journal is paramount. 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/nancy.planeta


Follow-up visit scheduled: 
 

 6 months 

 1 year 
X Upon Client Request 

 
 
Report Approved: 
 
 


